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Migraine headaches cause significant disability. Physician Directory Tour Sign Up! Take control iHeadache is a
comprehensive electronic headache diary that tracks how many headaches you are having, your disability, medication
usage, triggers, pain and more. Loftus, MD , a neurologist, headache specialist and developer of iHeadache. This
educational content was written by Brian D. However, Rizatriptan is regarded as a faster-acting drug that achieves
longer lasting results.. The treatments work most effectively when taken early, so its is recommended to have the
medicine in your home ready for an attack, if you are a known sufferer of migraines. Although the cause of migraines is
not fully understood, it is thought that the symptoms may come from the widening of blood vessels in the brain. Pain
relief is typically faster with Rizatriptan than Sumatriptan. Aspirin based products can be very useful for some migraine
patients. They generally do not return the patient to normal function.Comes in several forms. Ask your doctor if you
should use the pill, nasal spray, patch, or injection. A combination of forms can be used if symptoms do not improve.
The nasal spray and injectable forms work very quickly. It's generally safe to use if you are pregnant. Comes in a generic
form, so it can be pretty cheap. Triptans. Triptans are first-choice for migraines. Maxalt (rizatriptan) works just as well
as other triptans, but is available as a fast dissolving tablet, if you have trouble swallowing during a migraine attack.
Imitrex (Sumatriptan) is an excellent choice for acute migraine relief, but you might need another medication to prevent
headaches. Nov 19, - Pain relief is typically faster with Rizatriptan than Sumatriptan. When taken in tablet form,
Rizatriptan (10mg) can be expected to take effect in as little as 30 minutes. Sumatriptan (mg) typically takes nearer to an
hour to offer effective relief from migraine symptoms, with results peaking between two to for. See Prices
SUMATRIPTAN is used to treat migraines with or without aura. An aura is a strange feeling or visual disturbance that
warns you of an attack. It is not used to prevent migraines. 2. Maxalt-Mlt. (rizatriptan). See Prices RIZATRIPTAN is
used to treat migraines with or without aura. An aura is a strange feeling. Compare prices and find information about
prescription drugs used to treat Migraine. Treatment for migraine Topiramate (Topamax) is an inexpensive drug used to
treat seizures in adults or children with epilepsy. It is also used for the SUMATRIPTAN is used to treat migraines with
or without aura. An aura is a strange. Mar 27, - The release of a generic substitute of the branded drug Imitrex
(sumatriptan) has dramatically reduced the cost and improved the access to this Generic rizatriptan (Maxalt) and
sumatriptan (Imitrex) (They did say the Mylan generic is cheaper, though, so not sure how this will work out in the
future.). Jun 16, - The fast acting triptans are the traditional triptans: Imitrex tablet and nasal spray, Maxalt, Zomig, and
Axert. The slow acting/long lasting triptans are Amerge and Frova. We now have a wide range of treatment options for
the many presentations of migraine. Imitrex injectable is for the migraine that needs to. If sumatriptan doesn't work for
you, we recommend trying rizatriptan (Maxalt and generic). Studies indicate it works very well in delivering pain relief
within two hours compared with many of the other triptans. But it may be more expensive. The cost for triptan treatment
depends on how often you have to take one, since. in fact, last night i had trouble sleeping just from the strong oder
making me feel sick to my stomach is there a generic for rizatriptan benzoate does maxalt work for cluster headaches
maxalt melt tablets how much does rizatriptan cost migraine treatment maxalt is imitrex cheaper than maxalta maxalt
disintegrating tablets. So Imitrex doesn't work for me, what is one of the better triptan alternatives to imitrex? I read
Relpax works on 5-HT1B, 5-HT1D and 5-HT1F.
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